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tiktok is very strict with moderating their platform and have been known to completely shut down and delete 

accounts that they suspect of hacking or cheating even if these tiktok coin generators systems worked they wouldn 

t be worth the risk 

the easiest way to determine how much you could potentially earn from tiktok is to enter your username in our 

tiktok influencer engagement and earnings calculator which you will find near the top of this post we developed 

this tool to provide potential earning guidelines to influencers ultimately a brand and an influencer negotiate 

what they consider to be fair value we stress that this is only an estimation and can vary greatly by niche country 

audience location and audience brand affinity 

suppose there is a user who actively spend time on your videos and you want to show some love towards them 

you can simply send a diamond to them and express that you value them very much this is how the coins are 

working on tiktok 

the tiktok money calculator allows you to calculate your estimated earnings from your tiktok account if you believe 

you are an influencer based on your engagement and number of followers this is for the western version of tiktok 

not the chinese version douyin 

diamonds are a virtual currency that s only used by streamers on tiktok its sole purpose is to store value before a 

streamer cashes out diamonds can t be used for anything else and can t be sent to other users 

well tiktok coins are nothing but virtual money that you can spend to buy other virtual items such as diamonds and 

other resources on tiktok it s similar like we buy gems on various games like clash of clans you ll spend your real 

money there are free methods also to buy coins using your google play account and then you can spend those coins 

to buy tiktok resources you can then gift those resources to other users on tiktok as a form of appreciation or love 
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obviously the higher your engagement rate the more successful brands will consider you and the higher they will 

be willing to pay it is difficult to find overall engagement rates for tiktok all the published ones appear to wrongly 

equate engagement with the percentage of people opening the app once a day however like most social media 

networks you can calculate your individual tiktok engagement with the following formula number of hearts number 

of comments number of followers x100 you can calculate this either for a single post or overall we suggest that you 

add together the figures for your last 20 posts when you make this calculation overall 

 


